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Apple understood this concept early on and made sure that their marketing was as simple as possible.
Skimming: This is high pricing strategy but can attract risk of low sales and piracy Kotler et al, but Apple has
safeguarded itself by marketing before it actually emerged in market by enhancing its brand value under top 
In fact, competing on price can actually hurt your business â€” and Apple knows this and has never wavered
on its pricing strategy. However, there are a large number of laws in areas from labor to product quality and
safety to environment and they can vary from market to market. The foundation of content marketing is
quality content as the cornerstone of a marketing mix. Economic: Economic factors are central to business
growth and expansion. Although with lot of technical limitations the company has experienced good sales
with the help of strategic partners and intensive advertising. Marketers view luxury as the main factor
differentiating a brand in a product category. However, company could include Mobile commerce, user
generated print media production and 3D games to attract more customers. You can try any or all of the
following tips to start with: Respond to comments on your blog posts â€” carry on a conversation. It is also
very difficult or rather impossible to imitate. Stronger dollar: A stronger dollar is also ruining the profits of the
major international brands like Apple. Apple is also investing heavily in environmental responsibility.
Consumer Satisfaction survey Tews, Related. Overall the bargaining power of the Apple customers is
moderately high. Old age customers are free and can be the target market, so they can be connected with their
grandchildren. Compliance costs are adding to the operational costs of brands and causing pressures and
losses. These are simple marketing strategies. While some of them are big bands and yet they are not
sufficiently big to have any bargaining power against Apple. All big brands like Sony, Nokia, LG etc. Adam
Sutton of MarketingZeus. Because Apple has studied their customers intently, they know how to speak to
them in their own language, which creates a deeper bond and encourages more sales. Probably due to good
profit on each unit from willing customers and they want to gain high volume sale from the larger customer
base they had developed. Ithaca never tried to compromise on this experience or its standards. This also
created pressures related to quality and design on the brand since consumers always expect it to surpass their
expectations and as such any minor shortcoming can lead to frustration. Supply chain: Apple has managed a
string network of suppliers globally. Research and Markets, India is also a good market with population
reaching 1.


